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What is dyslexia?
writing and spelling, as well as organisation, memory and sequencing. It
explanations, and reinforcement.
Under the terms of The Equality Act 2010, dyslexia is a recognised disability
adjustments’ or support. However, they still must fulfil academic and
placement competencies.
Dyslexia affects students in different ways and strategies that might work
for one student on placement may not be helpful for another. However,
and some of these strategies can be adapted for teaching practice.
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The emotional impact of dyslexia on
professional placement
Dyslexia can sometimes have a negative emotional impact on students on
placement. Some face emotional stress as they struggle to conceal their
difficulties because of a fear of discrimination. As a result, they may find
placement more tiring than others because of the extreme mental effort that
is required.
Many dyslexic students struggle to come to terms with low self-esteem. They
may lack confidence in their abilities, which could affect their performance on
placement. This is particularly the case if they have only recently been diagnosed.
They may feel isolated and fear that others are learning far more quickly than
they are.
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Dyslexia as a strength
Dyslexics are usually considered to have a different way of thinking and learning.
They often have key strengths: an ability to think holistically and to see the ‘big
picture’; good problem-solving skills; innovative creativity and imagination;
good visualisation skills and spatial ability; and intuitive people skills. These skills
can help dyslexics to become excellent teachers. Furthermore, dyslexic teachers’
natural empathy and understanding of the strengths and challenges surrounding
dyslexia can greatly enhance their practice. For dyslexic teachers, multi-sensory
learning and differentiation techniques tend to be innate and are therefore easily
integrated into their pedagogy, fostering good practice (Glazzard and Dale, 2012).
Alongside these strengths lie challenges, most commonly relating to working
memory, speed of processing and phonology. However, through collaboration,
solutions can usually be found that are helpful to both student teachers and
the staff working with them. Students are often aware of their strengths and
potential challenges and are able to outline their needs to others.
This document identifies some of the challenges that may occur on professional
placement. The advice is not intended to replace Placement Learning Support
Plans, drawn up, when appropriate, between the student and teaching
programme. However, strategies are suggested that can be adopted by school
mentors and student teachers working together to ensure that ‘anticipatory or
reasonable adjustments’ are in place to meet differing needs. Moreover, many
strategies can be easily embedded into practice to promote inclusivity.

Ideas
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Memory difficulties, organisation,
and time management
Student teachers may take longer to ‘fix’ information into their long-term
memories and may require information presented more than once. They can
appear to have a short attention span and be easily distracted in meetings.
Dyslexics often find it more difficult to discard irrelevant or redundant
information, which could lead to ‘memory overload’ and confusion.

Some people with dyslexia will experience difficulty with:
following instructions
ordering ideas
remembering names
retaining information that is given verbally
filing and sourcing information
alphabetically or sequentially reading dates and times
remembering information to pass on to others
sequencing tasks correctly
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Student teachers may have difficulty with:
• balancing coursework and placement commitments
• lesson planning
• estimating how much time is needed for a specific task
• allocating a realistic timeframe to different tasks
• completing tasks on time
• reacting quickly in busy environments
• learning routines quickly
• understanding exactly what is expected of them
• multitasking
• retaining information
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Memory difficulties, organisation, and time management

Strategies for mentors and supervisors:
Student teachers need structure and time to effectively transfer information
from their short-term to long-term memories
• Together with your student teacher discuss their Placement Learning Support
Plan (PLSP) and identify appropriate strategies for support.
• At the beginning of placement identify important information and key dates.
• Send key information electronically to enable student teachers the time to
reflect and refer back to it.
• Ensure weekly mentor meetings are timetabled and set clear, measurable
learning outcomes.
• Demonstrate and explain procedures simply. Ask student teachers to repeat/
outline what they going to do.
• Encourage reflection.
• Be patient. Provide additional time to go through administrative procedures
and routines for placement.
• Be prepared to explain tasks more than once but avoid being condescending:
remember, being dyslexic does not equate to lower intelligence.
• Ensure there is a quiet space where student teachers can work without
distraction.
• If a task involves following a sequence, this could be set out clearly on a wall
chart, manual or instruction sheet.
• If possible, provide student teachers with a placement pack, setting out useful
information, a map of the premises and standard procedures.
• Particularly for final placement, ensure there are some free periods throughout
the day so that teaching is not in one continuous block.
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Strategies for student teachers:
• Summarise given instructions to check understanding.
• Ask questions so that you clearly understand what is expected of you.
• Keep a notebook or electronic diary to record important information.
• Create a simple flow chart for sequenced tasks.
• Use coloured pens and highlighters to organise and prioritise work.
• Use templates wherever possible.
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Reading
Some student teachers may:
very slowly and find scanning or skimming difficult; find text is distorted –
particularly black print on white backgrounds; find it difficult to read with noise
distractions.
are presented on one chart or if information is presented on different levels –
reading both across and down.

Strategies for mentors
have a preferred colour.
highlighting important parts if appropriate.
Any written information should be ‘dyslexia friendly’:
write in a logical sequence
avoid small print and serif fonts
use bullet points in preference to sentences
space the information so it is not cramped
avoid overuse of jargon or uncommon words.
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Strategies for student teachers
• Use a small alphabetical notebook to record useful words and meanings of
abbreviations.
• Use overlays and coloured pens, fonts and paper.
• Use mind maps or flow charts where possible.
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Writing and Spelling

Some student teachers may have difficulty with:
writing concisely.

spelling.
writing under time pressure – some students may write very slowly and
need to redraft their work.
filling in forms, especially when required to do so at speed.
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Strategies for mentors
• Explain the relevance of any key information required.
• Help student teachers to compile a list of relevant professional terminology
for the placement.
• Allow extra time to write reports and other paperwork.
• Allow student teachers to bullet point lesson plans and lesson evaluations.
• Help student teachers to summarise main points using mind maps, flow
charts or bullet points, depending on their preference.
• Provide templates for letters, reports, forms etc.
• Provide exemplars and ensure that resources, schemes of work and existing
planning is made available.
• Where possible, allow student teachers to submit reports on coloured
paper using a sans-serif, dyslexia friendly font, such as Arial.
• Avoid standing over student teachers whilst they are typing/writing to
minimise anxiety.
• Allow time for student teachers to record key information and messages
onto a voice recorder during or at the end of your weekly mentor meeting.

Strategies for student teachers:
Take time to familiarise yourself with standardised forms, reports etc.
If no standardised template exists, create one.
Keep a record of words and abbreviations commonly used.
Use a small personal dictionary or electronic speller.
Develop effective checking procedures and proofreading skills.
words so
that you have accurate resources ready for your teaching sessions.
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Classroom Practice
Strategies for student teachers:
• Plan lessons as far in advance as possible using CCCU templates.
Remember you can bullet point these.
• Practise using the whiteboard; use the reveal function for pre-checked
spellings; ask pupils/students to write on the board as part of the lesson.
• Use technology: PowerPoints; mind mapping software etc.
• If reading to the class, prepare in advance.
• Break the text into chunks to avoid large blocks.
• Take pauses when reading out loud – this aids the listeners’ understanding
and gives you, the reader, time to ‘catch up’.
• Where appropriate, get your pupils/students to help with spelling: this is
good practice for them as well as helping you.
• Where appropriate, consider putting up a wall display of difficult spellings/
commonly misspelled words.
• Have a list of key words prepared and easily accessible for each lesson.
• Allow plenty of time for marking. Use coloured overlays if they help.
Schedule breaks.
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Notes – Student teacher / Mentor
Student teacher – how my dyslexia affects me:
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Notes – Student teacher / Mentor
Student teacher/Mentor – suggested strategies:
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Sources of further information

CCCU Student Disability Service

disability@canterbury.ac.uk

01227 922576

CCCU Student Mental
Wellbeing Service

mentalwellbeing@canterbury.ac.uk

01227 923056

CCCU Student Wellbeing
Advisers

studentwellbeing@canterbury.ac.uk

01227 922675

British Dyslexia Association

www.bdadyslexia.org.uk

0333 405 4555

Dyslexia Action

www.dyslexiaaction.org.uk

01784 222304
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